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More movement, more noise!  Less natural sunlight and less green 

space. Since our first update, we have seen the relocation of the John 

Whitfield sculpture, tree removal, the boarding up of Dr. Dolezal’s 

west-facing windows and patient exam rooms, and the removal of the 

brick facing on the existing clinic and part of the  former pharmacy 

space.  The windows and emergency exit door in the clinic lobby are now boarded up. 
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The big adventure to date has been the 

extraction of the John Whitfield sculpture 

from the place it has reigned for 24 years. 

Some believed it was to be retired—but it 

has been relocated until construction is 

complete.   

A 50 second video on our Facebook page 

may lead you to believe that moving the 

sculpture out of the construction zone 

and to a safe place was a simple task. It 

was not. 

In 1994, the sculpture traveled from the 

artist’s studio on North Washington to its 

home at 605 West Lincoln.  Finishing de-

tails on the carving, made of White Port-

land concrete, was completed on site by 

Whitfield.  

When the time came to move the art 

piece, there was some head scratching 

going on when it was discovered that the 

sculpture’s base was not just resting on a 

pad of concrete, but attached to a con-

crete footing, deep beneath the sculpture. 

A “diamond chain” concrete saw band 

was used to separate the footing from the 

sculpture. 

A pen and ink drawing of the 

sculpture became the hospital’s 

“brand” and logo from 1992 to 

2015.  Described as “Healing 

hands, holding the lamp of 

knowledge, transforming into wings,” 

John was inspired by Psalm 91:4, “He shall 

cover you with His feathers, and under His 

wings you shall take refuge.”  Responsible 

for many public art pieces in Lindsborg, 

the second sculpture created for LCH by 

this prolific artist, “The Spirit Tree” greets 

people in the 

current foyer for 

patients entering 

to utilize either 

the clinic or the 

hospital. 

Both art pieces 

will be re-

installed at a 

later date, on 

locations to be 

determined on the hospital campus. 

 



    What’s next? 

By the end of June, we can expect to see: 

►underground work complete 

►the new clinic space slab poured 

►the start of the erection of the steel 

structures 

►Ultrasound suite walls roughed in  
 

Phase 1 is scheduled to be completed and 

move-in completed October 4. This space 

will be used for workers displaced by the 

upcoming Phase 2! 

 

 

As the Director of our Radiology Department, Jodie 

is used to surprises. So it was in typical Jodie fash-

ion—with a smile, quiet determination and without 

batting an eye— that she donned her builder hat 

when learning that the renovation for her depart-

ment had been bumped up to be included in Phase 

1!  This is a change that will provide a smooth transi-

tion of her department while not missing a beat for 

our patients! 

The Patient Centered Renovation will put all areas 

that Jodie oversees in one location. Currently, the    

x-ray suite is across from PT in the east hall, while 

CT and sono are located in rooms in the south hall.  

The renovation plan will combine rooms 230 and 

232 in the east hall to make room for the x-ray suite, 

dedicated office space for Jodie, and a new sono 

exam room.  IT guy Chuck Hays and Nursing Coordi-

nator Magi Miller will eventually be at home with 

Nurse Manager Deb Richter in what is now the x-ray 

suite—placing essential servers in a more desirable, 

centralized location for Chuck, and getting Magi 

and Debbie in the same office and closer to the 

nurses’ station, cardiac rehab and the activities they 

oversee. 

Stay tuned, as we reveal the coming and goings on 

in the next edition of Construction News & Views. 

X-Ray and Sonography Renovations 


